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Abstract The intensification of heat stress reduces the labor capacity and hence poses a threat to
socio-economic development. The reliable projection of the changing climate and the development of
sound adaptation strategies are thus desired for adapting to the decreasing labor productivity under
climate change. In this study, an optimization modeling approach coupled with dynamical downscaling
is proposed to design the optimal adaptation strategies for improving labor productivity under heat stress
in China. The future changes in heat stress represented by the wet-bulb globe temperature (WBGT)
are projected with a spatial resolution of 25 × 25 km by a regional climate model (RCM) through the
dynamical downscaling of its driving global climate model (GCM). Uncertain information such as system
costs, environmental costs, and subsidies are also incorporated into the optimization process to provide
reliable decision alternatives for improving labor productivity. Results indicate that the intensification
of WBGT is overestimated by the GCM compared to the RCM. Such an overestimation can lead to more
losses in working hours derived from the GCM than those from the RCM regardless of climate scenarios.
Nevertheless, the overestimated heat stress does not alter the regional measures taken to adapt to
decreasing labor productivity. Compared to inland regions, the monsoon-affected regions tend to improve
labor productivity by applying air conditioning rather than working overtime due to the cost differences.
Consequently, decision-makers need to optimally make a balance between working overtime and air
conditioning measures to meet sustainable development goals.
1. Introduction
A combination of the increasing temperature and humidity induced by climate change leads to the intensification of heat stress and thus poses a threat to human life and activities (Dunne et al., 2013; Fischer &
Knutti, 2013). Exposing to the intensified heat stress directly reduces labor productivity, which has substantial impacts on economic developments and national outputs (Diffenbaugh et al., 2007; Dukesdobos, 1981;
Dunne et al., 2013; Pal & Eltahir, 2015). As an important factor influencing the local development, a growing body of studies has been focusing on the assessment of climate change impacts on the labor system,
and then adapting to potential impacts (Kjellstrom et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2018; Li et al., 2016; Matsumoto, 2019; Zhao et al., 2016). In previous studies, however, little effort has been devoted to designing optimal
adaptation strategies to improve labor productivity. Moreover, the underlying interaction between labor
productivity change and regional/local climate has not been well studied due to the most common use of
the coarse-resolution global climate models (GCMs). Thus, it is much needed to integrate systems optimization and high-resolution climate projections at a regional scale for effectively improving labor productivity
under climate change.
The labor system optimization generally deals with the determination of schedule patterns and workforce
allocation in consideration of the availability, location, and transition. Both scheduling and planning are
focused on balancing demand and availability over a short period of time. Two primary categories of planning/scheduling models for labor productivity include normative models and exploratory models (Bastian
et al., 2020; Borba et al., 2019; Lavergne et al., 2019; Song & Huang, 2008). Normative models are defined
as the optimization tools used to balance prescribing policies in the labor system in order to maximize
labor productivity under given criteria. The ideal balance is achieved through the optimization model by
exploring a certain degree of satisfaction in the objective function, such as labor size, flow, and related costs.
Exploratory models are the analytical tools used to predict the change in the labor system in response to
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s tationary situations. The commonly used exploratory models include renewal models (Chen et al., 2018;
De Feyter et al., 2017), Markov (cross-sectional) models (Di Francesco et al., 2016; Dimitriou & Georgiou, 2019; Knorzer, 2000), and semi-Markov models (Bastian et al., 2020; Chattopadhyay & Gupta, 2007;
Song & Huang, 2008). Moreover, previous studies introduced dynamic programming in a Markov model
to generate optimal recruitment and transition patterns to meet various needs in labor requirements and
service levels (Dimitriou & Tsantas, 2010).
Previous studies focus on the balance between the demand and availability of labor activities over a short
period of time, which fails to account for the long-term climate change impacts on the labor system at
national and local scales. Moreover, the related information in practical situations can be imprecise and
given as intervals due to the scarcity of data, unknown technology issues, and socio-economic development.
Thus, existing models with deterministic inputs and parameters are unable to address such uncertain information in the optimization process. This study aims to effectively improve the long-term labor productivity
affected by climate change at a regional scale. We develop an optimization modeling approach coupled with
dynamical downscaling to provide decision alternatives for improving labor productivity under uncertainty.
The approach is proposed to facilitate decision-makers making informed adaptation plans for labor productivity improvement in a changing climate. Specifically, dynamical downscaling is used to develop high-resolution projections of climate variables used to assess the change of heat stress in China. Based on the
projected high-resolution climate information, the interval programming model is developed to incorporate
imprecise information presented as intervals into the optimization process for improving labor productivity.
Interval solutions can thus be generated for decision-makers to develop informed adaptation measures with
the minimum system cost in the context of climate change.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the models and datasets used to generate
high-resolution projections of heat stress and to estimate the changes in labor productivity as well as to formulate the interval programming model. Section 3 presents the high-resolution projections of heat stress,
and optimal adaptation measures identified to improve labor productivity in an uncertain environment. Besides, a comparative analysis is conducted to demonstrate the added value of dynamical downscaling used
to generate the high-resolution climate information at a regional scale. Section 4 concludes the novelty of
the proposed approach and its practical implications for climate change mitigation and adaptation.

2. Methods and Data
2.1. Design of Experiments
The geographical complexities contribute to unique climate characteristics in different regions, which have
a large impact on labor productivity. It is thus necessary to investigate the changes in labor productivity
caused by regional/local climate features over different regions. The following is a Chinese case study used
to demonstrate the practical significance of the proposed approach for improving labor productivity. As
shown in Figure 1, China is delineated into nine climate divisions according to temperature and precipitation variabilities to better explore the regional climate impacts on labor productivity. Considering the internal regional features of precipitation in China and based on previous studies (Bucchignani et al., 2014; H.
Chen et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2017; Li et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2013), we divide the contiguous China domain
into nine sub-regions, namely region 1 in a cold and humid climate, region 2 in a warm and arid climate,
region 3 in a cold and arid climate, region 4 in a warm and semi-arid climate, region 5 in cool and semi-humid climate, region 6 in a cool and humid climate, region 7 in a warm and humid climate, region 8 in a
hot and humid climate, and region 9 in a subtropical hot and humid climate. As shown in Figure 1, these
sub-regions are typically used in weather and climate-related discussions in China because of the climatic
similarities within each sub-region. For each sub-region, we calculate the area-averaged temperature and
relative humidity for deriving undermentioned changes in WBGT and related labor capacities.
The Providing REgional Climate Impacts for Studies (PRECIS) model version 2.0.0 developed by Met Office Hadley Center, UK was used in this study (Feng et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2014, 2020;
Wilson et al., 2015). The PRECIS model is an atmospheric and land surface model with the dynamical
flow, atmospheric sulfur cycle, clouds and precipitation, radiative processes, land surface, and deep soil
described. Its ability in reproducing climatological mean and extremes over China has been widely verified
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Figure 1. Nine climate divisions in China.

and tested (Wang et al., 2016; Y. Xu et al., 2009). In this study, the model simulation domain covered China
and its adjacent areas with a 25 × 25 km resolution. The PRECIS runs are carried out continuously during
1969–2005 for the historical simulation and during 2006–2099 for the future projection. The computational
domain of PRECIS is centered at (34°N, 105°E), and it covers China with 292 × 186 horizontal grid points
and a lateral buffer zone of 20 grid points. The meteorological forcing at the limits of the PRECIS model’s
domain is provided by the Hadley Center Global Environment Model version 2 - Earth Systems (HadGEM2-ES) (Collins et al., 2008; C.H. Xu & Xu, 2012). The HadGEM2-ES model has a spatial resolution of
192 × 144 km (longitude by latitude) and the capability of explicitly representing biogeochemical processes that interact with the physical climate (Taylor et al., 2012). The HadGEM2-ES is a state-of-the-art earth
system model which has a high climate sensitivity of ∼4.6°C for a doubling of CO2. The relatively high
sensitivity to CO2 increment makes the model at the top of the range (from 2.1°C to 4.7°C) of the CMIP5
models (Andrews et al., 2012; Caesar et al., 2013). The chance of an adaptation turning out to be inadequate can be lower when considering climate projections from models with higher sensitivity of warming
to CO2 emissions.
The WBGTs were calculated based on the HadGEM2-ES historical simulation, the PRECIS simulation, and
the CRU data set over the reference period. The results, as shown in Figure 2, compare the WBGTs from
two models against the WBGT from the observation over China. Compared to the WBGT derived from the
CRU, we find that the area-averaged WBGT derived from the GCM simulation is higher than the value of
CRU by a magnitude of 2.2°C. This is because the WBGT is the index used to reflect the combined effect
of air temperature and relative humidity. As shown in Figures S1 and S2, the GCM overestimates both air
temperature and relative humidity over China for the reference period compared to the observation (Zhu
et al., 2017; 2019). In comparison, the RCM does better reproduce both climate variables than the GCM in
terms of spatial distribution and magnitudes. But the RCM still slightly overestimates the WBGT over regions 1 and 2 and underestimates the WBGT over regions 3 and 5 (within 1°C for area averaging). As shown
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Figure 2. Spatial distributions of the annual mean WBGT (°C) from HadGEM2-ES (a), PRECIS (b), and CRU (c) and differences for GCM-CRU (d), RCM-CRU
(e), and GCM-RCM (f) for the reference period (from 1981 to 2005) over China.

in the RCM-CRU differences plots of Figures S1 and S2, the PRECIS model simulates a lower temperature
over regions 3 and 5 and a deficit in the moisture in region 9. To examine the skills of HadGEM2-ES and
PRECIS in reproducing the WBGT, the Taylor Diagram is introduced to summarize how closely the patterns
from the two models’ results match the observation (Taylor, 2001). Figure 3 shows the relative merits of
HadGEM2-ES and PRECIS with respect to reproducing the spatial patterns of the WBGT for nine regions.
In comparison with HadGEM2-ES, results from PRECIS have CORs between 0.85 and 0.99, and SDs between 0.6 and 1.1 for all nine regions, indicating that PRECIS has reasonable performance in simulating
the spatial distribution of the WBGT. One of the advantages of dynamical downscaling is reproducing and
simulating the complex relationships among multiple climatic variables. The Clausius-Clapeyron relation
(C-C) describes a scale of 6%–7% per K for change in water vapor with temperature by assuming constant
RH near the Earth’s surface. Hence, changes in variable patterns, moisture availability, and thermodynamic
stability may lead to large variations in the scale. High-resolution climate models are able to simulate the
scaling relationship between temperature and moisture as well as related changes under climate change
(Chan et al., 2016). Relationships between hourly extreme precipitation intensities (the 90th percentile
precipitation in the reference period) and daily temperatures for summer (JJA) over land points of nine
regions are shown in Figure S3. For most regions, the 90th percentile precipitation increases at a rate of
C-C scaling, and this scaling is captured by the PRECIS model. The GCM can capture the observed scaling
but largely overestimate intensities with temperature increases. A warmer climate is more favorable to hold
more moisture, but our results show that it is not always true for the warmest summer days. As seen in observational and modeling results, downturns have been found in the observed scaling at high temperatures
due to the suppression of RH. The scaling declines are well captured by the RCM, while the GCM simulates
the downturn point corresponding either to a higher temperature or a lower temperature. Therefore, we
conclude that the RCM simulates realistic interactions between extremes by capturing the scaling of extreme precipitation with high temperatures. The PRECIS model with the ability to simulate the finer-scale
ZHU ET AL.
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Figure 3. Comparison between model simulations and the observation of annual mean WBGTs in the Taylor Diagram.

physical processes can capture the occurrence of extreme events and better depict the interactions between
extreme events over China in comparison with its driving GCM.
It is noted that the overestimation in the derived WBGT still exists in the RCM simulation without the bias
correction but becomes smaller than those from the GCM. Bias-correction methods, however, could impair
the advantages of climate models by altering the spatiotemporal field consistency and relations among
variables as well as by largely neglecting the feedback mechanisms (Ehret et al., 2012). It could eventually lead to avoidable forejudging of decision-makers. Moreover, large model biases in simulating the present-day climate would be systematically propagated into future climate projections (Liang et al., 2008; Xue
et al., 2014). To minimize the effect of model biases, future changes are assessed by subtracting the historical simulation from the future projection. In this way, the spatiotemporal field consistency and relations
among climatic variables remain unchanged. In particular, the interactions between temperatures and RH
are well simulated and projected by considering the feedback mechanisms. A more accurate simulation of
the present-day climate provides confidence in future projections (Wang et al., 2016). Thus, meaningful
information of temperatures and RH can be provided to assess the WBGT and related changes over China
under different emission scenarios.
The use of daily climatic variables is essential for studying heat stress since it avoids the underestimation of
extreme conditions in the monthly averaged value (Liu et al., 2018; Wang & Zhu, 2020). Daily mean surface
air temperature and relative humidity were thus selected to calculate the time series of heat stress over the
ZHU ET AL.
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reference period from 1981 to 2005 and the future period from 2076 to 2100. Various indices are also available to measure heat stress on the human body caused by the combined effect of high ambient temperature
and high humidity (Fischereit & Schlünzen, 2018; Havenith & Fiala, 2016; Morabito et al., 2014). Various
empirically based diagnostic metrics are developed to predict the human body’s physiological responses
to heat stress (Buzan et al., 2015). Limitations of diagnostic indices include lack of global-scale experiments, not well-tuned, and neglected climatic variables. Among all indices, the Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) has the advantages of high usability and being well-validated for measuring the perceived
temperature globally (Buzan & Huber, 2020; Wang & Zhu, 2020). The WBGT was adopted in this study since
it was well-validated and widely used to quantify heat stress perceived by the human body. For a valid temperature range from 0°C to 100°C, the WBGT can be calculated using the Davies-Jones method (Budd, 2008;
Willett & Sherwood, 2012). As we focus on investigating a low limit of heat stress in the properly sheltered/
shaded daytime condition and the nighttime condition, the direct exposures to sunlight are excluded from
the calculation. The equations used to estimate the WBGT are shown as follows:
2991.2729 6017.0128

esat exp (18.8764 

 0.0285  T  1.7838  10 5  T 2  8.4150  10 10
T
T2
(1a)
 T 3  4.4413  10 13  T 4  2.8585  10 2  ln  T ) / 100.

e RH  esat .
(1b)

(1c)
WBGT
 0.567  T  0.393  e  3.94.
where T is the daily surface air temperature (°C), RH is the relative humidity, e is the simultaneous vapor
pressure (hPa), and esat is the saturation vapor pressure (hPa).
The labor capacity is the occupational capacity of safely performing continuous physical activities under
environmental pressures over a certain period. The labor capacity is assumed to be 100% for a worker to
safely carry out sustained labor activities without environmental pressures. The heat stress contributes to
the main environmental pressure and can largely reduce the labor capacity under extreme conditions. An
empirical function was formulated to estimate the relationship between WBGT and specific labor (light,
moderate, and heavy labor) (Dunne et al., 2013). In the empirical function, light labor is assumed to represent roughly 50% of moderate labor, and moderate labor is assumed to represent roughly 50% of heavy labor.
According to the NIOSH standard, uncertainty exists in measuring workers’ tolerance for performing heavy
labor under the unbearable working environment (NIOSH, 2016). In a hot environment, the threshold of
labor capacity reduction for heavy labor is not deterministic, which ranges from 25°C to 26°C due to the
uncertain tolerance. The threshold takes the value of 25°C when workers have a relatively low tolerance of
the hot environment, and 26°C when workers have a high tolerance of the hot environment. Incorporating
different tolerances of the hot environment into the modeling approach addresses the uncertainty existing
in the relationship between labor capacity and heat stress. The empirical relationships between WBGT and
labor capacity are demonstrated as follows:
2

LCL 1  0.25  max 0, WBGT  25 3   100%.
(2a)









2

LCH 1  0.25  max 0, WBGT  26 3   100%.
(2b)









where LCL is the labor capacity (%) of workers with a low tolerance of the hot environment, LCH is the
labor capacity (%) of workers with a high tolerance of the hot environment, and WBGT is the wet-bulb globe
temperature (°C) (WBGT).
The Bureau of Labor Statistics commonly uses four strength levels (light, moderate, heavy, and very heavy)
to describe the job requirements for performing physical activities with different durations and weight
ZHU ET AL.
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classes (China National Bureau of Statistics, 2020; Gong et al., 2016). For the reference period from 1981% to
2005%, 57% of Chinese civilian workers performed light level labor. 32.3% of workers were involved in moderate level activities. 9.6% and 1.1% of workers performed heavy and very heavy level activities, respectively
(Liu et al., 2015; Qi et al., 2015). To be consistent with the classification of strength levels in Equation 2, the
value of 10.7% (9.6% + 1.1%) was used to represent the total percentage of Chinese civilian workers involved
in the heavy level activity. For each day, the labor capacity for a specified labor type can be reduced to some
extent when the WBGT exceeds a threshold. The daily labor capacity reduction can be accumulated for
both baseline and future periods. Thus, the accumulated labor capacity reduction for the baseline period
can be subtracted from the reduction for the future period. Under normal conditions, the working hour is
8 h per day when the labor capacity is 100%. Assuming a constant heat stress effect on the hourly change
in the labor capacity across all working hours, we define the annual productivity loss/working hour loss as
the 25-year averaged labor capacity reduction multiplied by 8 h and the population of workers involved in
a given labor type. Note that the provincial and gridded population projection for China is derived from the
study by Chen et al. (2020). According to the newly published data set, the population of China is projected
to decline from 1.3 billion in 2010 to 509 million by 2100. For each region, the projected population changes
derived from the gridded data set are −2.4 million in region 1, –17.3 million in region 2, –3.5 million in
region 3, –14.2 million in region 4, –43.8 million in region 5, –76.9 million in region 6, –165.6 million in region 7, –122.8 million in region 8, and –172.3 million in region 9. The declined population in China further
aggravates the labor demands and increases the difficulty to compensate for the working hour losses caused
by the intensified heat stress in the future. Considering the different heat tolerances, a working hour loss
interval can be obtained with the lower bound corresponding to the threshold of 26°C and the upper bound
corresponding to the threshold of 25°C.
2.2. Model Formulation
The labor productivity improvement can be considered as an interval optimization problem. The decision
variables are expressed as intervals, which represent the number of working hour losses under a specific
RCP scenario. The objective of the interval programing model is to recover from the lost working hours by
optimally developing adaptation plans with the minimum system cost. Several adaptation measures can
be implemented to restore the reduced productivity level over the planning horizon (from 2076 to 2100) to
the level in the reference period. The adaptation options can be divided into two main categories, including
active measures (i.e., working overtime, occupational shifts, and work practice & education programs) and
passive measures (i.e., air conditioning, shades, and outdoor portable cooling devices). The model constraints are mainly derived from various restrictions on working overtime and processing capacities in the
passive cooling mechanisms. It should be noted that the most passive cooling measures are carbon-emission and energy-consumption intensive solutions. Passive measures such as air conditioners consume a
large amount of electricity, resulting in high CO2 emissions in China. The use of more active measures
means fewer applications of air conditioners, thereby saving energy costs. In this paper, we calculate the
environmental benefits from the electricity saved by not using air conditioners. The associated environmental benefits are then included in the optimization model to achieve sustainable development goals. Active
measures such as working overtime and occupational shifts often take place at nighttime. Thus, extreme
events with nighttime temperatures above the threshold of labor capacity reduction could further reduce
the effectiveness of these active measures to recover from the lost working hours. Such extreme conditions
are also considered in the system optimization by assigning a reduction ratio to the lost working hours processed by the active measures. Labor productivity reductions induced by heat stress can decrease the value
of the marginal product. The income of workers can be reduced when the value of the marginal product of
labor is equal to the wage rate. When considering the wage stickiness, parts of labor can be substituted by
the other agents of production (such as capital). Industries, especially the productivity in labor-intensive
industries could be greatly affected by the increased heat stress, which might result in unemployment or
wage reduction to workers (Jessoe et al., 2018; Mueller et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2019; Zander et al., 2016). From
a long-run perspective, labors migrating to regions with low heat stress is inevitable for both preventing
hazards and seeking high income. Either the short-run labor migration or the long-run migration can cause
an increase in the local labor demand, which can further increase the total system cost. The detailed interval
programming model is formulated as follows:
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2.3. Objective Function:
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 CI jk  COijk


i 1 j 1 k 1
i 1 j 1 k 1 
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     RTik  xijk     OPijk    LMik .
(3a)
k 1  j 1
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  j n 1
 


Constraints on passive measures’ capacity:
u w  n
  v  

    RTik  xijk     xijk
(3b)
   CP .


i 1 k 1  j 1
j
n
1
 
 


Constraints on active measures’ capacity:
u

n

w

   xijk  CA .
(3c)
i 1 j 1 k 1

Constraints on the allocation of working hour losses:
v


 xijk
 WLik , i, k .
(3d)
j 1


xijk
 0, i, j, k .
(3e)

where:
y± is the total system cost (unit: $);
xijk± is the number of working hour losses in the region i allocated to the adaptation option j (Options from
one to n are the active measures; Options from n+1 to v are the passive ones) for the labor type k (unit: hr);
CIjk± is the capital investment for implementing the adaptation option j for the labor type k (unit: $/hr);
COijk± is the managing/operating cost for implementing the adaptation option j for the labor type k in the
region i (unit: $/hr);
RTik± is the rate of extreme events when the nighttime temperature is high enough for using passive cooling
measures in the region i for the labor type k (unit: %);
LIik± is the capital investment for implementing the passive cooling measures for the labor type k in the
region i during overtime/nighttime (unit: $/hr);
LMik± is the cost for managing the labor demand change caused by the labor migration for the labor type k
in the region i (unit: $);
OPijk± is the managing/operating cost for implementing the passive cooling option j for the labor type k in
the region i during overtime/nighttime (unit: $/hr);
EPijk± is the environmental penalty saved by not using the passive cooling mechanism j for the labor type k
in the region i (unit: $/hr);
CP± is the total capacity of implementing passive measures for reversing the working hour loss (unit: hr);
CA± is the total capacity of implementing active measures for reversing the working hour loss (unit: hr);
WLik± is the accumulated working hour loss for the labor type k in the region i (unit: hr).
Solutions of the interval programming model include the objective function value y± and relevant deci
sion variables xijk, ∀i, j, k. The objective function value can be expressed as y    y  , y  . y− represents


the minimum value (lower bound) of the interval system cost, and the y+ represents the maximum value
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(upper bound). The lower and upper bounds of the objective function value correspond to decision variables



 
 xijk
xijk

, xijk
, i, j, k . The variation of decision variables within
, ∀i, j, k which can be expressed
as xijk


their lower and upper bounds can lead to the adjustment of the objective function value within its interval
range of system cost. These solutions facilitate decision-makers in achieving cost-effective productivity improvement under different RCP scenarios. For a given RCP scenario, the interval programming model can
be solved as follows:
Lower bound for the objective function:
u

v

w
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Min y      xijk
     xijk  RTik  LIik  EPijk 
 CI jk  COijk


i 1 j 1 k 1
i 1 j 1 k 1 
(4a)
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     RTik  xijk     OPijk    LMik
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Constraints on passive measures’ capacity:
u w  n
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    RTik  xijk     xijk
(4b)
   CP .
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Constraints on active measures’ capacity:
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w

   xijk  CA .
(4c)
i 1 j 1 k 1

Constraints on the allocation of working hour losses:
v


 xijk
 WLik , i, k .
(4d)
j 1


xijk
 0, i, j, k .
(4e)



Let xijkopt be the solution of the model given in function (4a)-(4e).
Upper bound for the objective function:
u

v
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Min y      xijk
 CI jk  COijk
     xijk  RTik  LIik  EPijk 


i 1 j 1 k 1
i 1 j 1 k 1 
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Constraints on passive measures’ capacity:
u w  n
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    RTik  xijk     xijk
(5b)
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n
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Constraints on active measures’ capacity:
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Constraints on the allocation of working hour loss:
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xijk
 0, i, j, k .
(5e)


xijk
 xijk
(5f)
opt , i, j, k .

Figure 4 shows the framework of the proposed optimization modeling
approach for improving labor productivity under climate change. First,
the coarse-resolution GCM is dynamically downscaled to obtain the
high-resolution climate information over China under two RCP scenarios. Second, the high-resolution climate projections are used to generate
the daily time series of WBGT. Third, the empirical function considering different tolerances of the hot environment is applied to reveal the
changes in the labor capacity and to address related uncertainties (presented as intervals). Fourth, a combination of labor capacity changes and
socio-economic drivers is taken into account to predict future working
hour losses under two RCPs. Fifth, the uncertain information related to
climate change and the costs in labor systems are incorporated into an
interval programming model to provide optimal solutions for achieving
productivity improvement with the minimum system cost.

Overtime

Management Costs
Ovetime Payments
(Intervals)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Projection of Heat Stress Changes

Figure 5 shows the projected changes in heat stress represented by the
WBGT above 25°C (which is the threshold of labor capacity reduction for
workers with a low heat tolerance), derived from the GCM and RCM for
the end of the 21st century relative to the reference period under RCP4.5
Minimize Costs to Restore Labor Productivity through
and RCP8.5 (for the changes in the WBGT above 26°C, please refer to
the Interval Programming Model
the Figure S4). For both models, the WBGT is projected to increase across
China with different spatial patterns and magnitudes under RCP4.5 and
Figure 4. Flow chart for the proposed systems optimization modeling
RCP8.5. Both models simulate a 2.26°C increase in the WBGT under
approach coupled with dynamical downscaling.
RCP4.5 and a 4.12°C increase under RCP8.5 over all the land areas except
the Tibetan Plateau in China. The Tibetan Plateau has a low temperature
in the past and a slight increase in the future WBGT due to its high altitude. Plus, the RCM simulates a relatively low WBGT over regions 3 and 5 compared to the observation.
Based on the comparison between the RCM and its driving GCM, as shown in Figures 5c and 5f, the increase in the WBGT derived from the GCM is larger than those from the RCM despite a large variation in
the spatial distribution of the WBGT change. Specifically, the increase in the WBGT is 1.30°C for regions
1, 4, and 6, and 0.02°C for regions 7, 8, and 9 under RCP4.5. Under RCP8.5, the increase in the WBGT is
1.26°C for most regions in China. Overall, the WBGT increase derived from the GCM is 1.19°C higher than
the increment from the RCM. Our previous studies show that regional climate downscaling improves the
simulation of relative humidity as well as minimum and maximum temperatures over China. The driving
GCM does capture the spatial patterns but holistically overestimates air temperature and relative humidity.
Large model biases in simulating the present-day climate would be systematically propagated into future
climate projections at regional scales (Liang et al., 2008; Xue et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2021). The RCM simulates the WBGT relatively low over the Tibetan Plateau which could result in potential underestimations
in labor capacity reduction. While the GCM projection can result in an overestimation of the WBGT above
the threshold of labor capacity reduction and hence exaggerate the labor capacity reduction compared to
the RCM projection.
As shown in Figure S4, the projected positive changes in the WBGT above 26°C (which is the threshold
of labor capacity reduction for workers with a high heat tolerance) have higher values derived from
the GCM than those from the RCM. The slight cold bias of the RCM could lead to an underestimation
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Figure 5. Projected changes in the daily WBGT (°C) above 25°C (which is the threshold of labor capacity reduction for workers with a low heat tolerance)
derived from the driving GCM and the RCM, and the differences between two models under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 for the end of the 21st century relative to the
baseline period (white areas represent no value).

in the WBGT projection. Since the Tibetan Plateau has a low temperature due to its high latitude, the
overestimated WBGT is still projected to be below the threshold of labor productivity reduction. The
potential risk of underestimated labor productivity reduction over the Tibetan Plateau is small and can
be neglected. The larger warm bias of the GCM can be further propagated into the projections and thus
cause an overestimation in the WBGT calculation. In addition, the GCM fails to capture some variations
in the spatial distribution of the WBGT changes due to its coarse resolution, whereas the RCM depicts
detailed geographical features in the WBGT change. For instance, the WGBT is relatively high over the
Tarim Basin and the Qaidam Basin because of high air temperature and relative humidity in the low altitude and not well-ventilated areas. With the high-resolution simulation and better representation of the
topography, the RCM is able to capture all these fine-scale changes in the WBGT over both basins, while
some parts of Tarim Basin and the whole Qaidam Basin are simulated with no changes by the GCM.
Despite these differences detected in the spatial patterns of the WBGT increases between the two models,
we find a consistent intensification of heat stress across the whole country under two RCPs except the
Tibetan Plateau.
3.2. Projected Changes in Labor Capacities and Working Hour Losses under Heat Stress
Figures 6 and 7 show the projected changes in labor capacities for workers with low and high heat tolerances
for the 2076–2100 period relative to the baseline period under RCP8.5 (for the results under RCP4.5, please
refer to the Figures S5 and S6). Both the GCM and RCM simulate a large reduction in the accumulated labor
capacity for light, moderate, and heavy labor types all over China except for the Tibetan Plateau (regions 3
and 5) under two RCPs. The largest labor capacities can be over 600 h per year for all three labor types under both RCPs. But the spatial distribution of the largest reduction in labor capacities varies with the labor
types and shows a different pattern for a selected model. For a specific labor type, the GCM projects a larger
reduction in labor capacities than the RCM due to the overestimation of future WBGT changes (i.e., labor
capacity reductions over the entire region 4, the Tarim Basin in region 2, as well as the Zhejiang Province
and the Fujian Province in region 9 for the light and moderate labor types). This is because the model bias
of the GCM is larger than the RCM, which is propagated into future climate projections. The warm biases of
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Figure 6. Projected labor capacity reductions (hr) for workers with a low heat tolerance (25°C) in terms of three different labor types, derived from the GCM
(a–c) and the RCM (d–f) under RCP8.5.

the GCM can be largely reduced in the RCM through better representation of geographical complexity and
finer-scale physical processes (J. X. Zhu et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019). Therefore, the reliability of assessing
labor capacity reductions can be improved with the high-resolution projection.
It should be noted that there is a distinct difference between labor capacity reductions in inland areas (regions 1, 2, and 4) and monsoon-affected areas (regions 6, 7, 8, and 9) for both RCM and its driving GCM. For
all three labor activity types, it is notable that large working hour losses are taking place in the southern and

Figure 7. Projected labor capacity reductions (hr) for workers with a high heat tolerance (26°C) in terms of three different labor types, derived from the GCM
(a–c) and the RCM (d–f) under RCP8.5.
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eastern parts of region 9. It is because that the relatively small warming can easily make temperature above
the threshold of productivity reduction for year-round high temperatures. For light and moderate types, results indicate that large working hour losses happen in arid and semi-arid areas such as regions 2, 4, and 7.
The reason behind this phenomenon is the combined effect of a high proportion of the working population
and a large increase in accumulated working hour losses. Climate warming further aggravates the drying
situation in these arid and semi-arid areas in China. With reduced precipitation and increased temperature,
it is more likely to develop prolonged heatwaves and cause surges in the accumulated working hour losses
at the end of the 21st century. With the air temperature rising rapidly, the dry areas tend to become drier,
and the wet areas become wetter. The air temperature is about 0.7°C higher under RCP4.5 and 1°C higher
under RCP8.5 for the inland areas compared to monsoon-affected areas. As for the relative humidity, there
are about a 7% difference under RCP 4.5 and 15% difference under RCP8.5 for the inland areas compared
to monsoon-affected areas. This results in more prolonged heatwaves (13% increase in frequency under
RCP4.5 and 16% increase in frequency under RCP8.5) with temperatures exceeding the thresholds of labor
capacity reduction in these regions. Considering the disproportionate population of workers involved in
three labor types, the light labor activities have the largest labor capacity reduction, and the heavy labor
activities have the least reduction. As shown in Figure S7, light labor has the highest threshold (30°C) of
labor capacity reduction, moderate labor has the second-largest threshold (28°C), and heavy labor has the
lowest threshold (25°C). Therefore, the largest labor capacity reduction for the light labor activities results
from the largest population of civilian workers involved.
Table 1 shows the intervals of total working hour losses estimated for three labor types in nine regions
under two RCP scenarios. There is a distinct difference between inland areas and monsoon-affected areas
in terms of working hour losses. The monsoon-affected areas have greater working hour losses than the
inland areas for all three labor types. The relatively large working hour losses in monsoon-affected areas
result from the combination of the dense population and the large labor capacity reduction. Figure 8
shows the ranges between the lower and upper bounds of future working hour losses caused by workers’
different heat tolerances under RCP8.5 (for the results under RCP4.5, please refer to Figure S8). Through
the comparison between the two models, we find that the spatial pattern of the interval ranges of future
working hour losses is difficult to interpret due to a mixture of uncertainties in model projections and the
complex relationship between heat stress and labor capacity as well as the difference in the population of
workers involved in various labor types. Despite different types of labor activities, we find that the ranges
derived from the GCM projection vary largely from those estimated by the RCM over nine regions of China. For the cold and humid region 1, the RCM enlarges the range of working hour losses in comparison
to the GCM for all three labor types. For the arid regions (regions 2 and 4), the RCM ranges are narrower
than the GCM ranges for the moderate and heavy labor types. For the warm and humid regions (regions
6 and 7), ranges from the RCM become smaller than the ranges from the GCM for three labor types. For
the hot and humid regions (regions 8 and 9), the RCM ranges are larger than the GCM ranges, especially
for region 8.
3.3. Optimal Schemes for Improving Labor Productivity under Uncertainty
In China, the increased working hour losses caused by intensified heat stress already have a significant
impact on social and economic development (Zhao et al., 2016). Various adaptation options (include but
not limited to air conditioning, outdoor shades, green roofs, working overtime, early heat warning systems,
and education/awareness campaigns) are available to mitigate or even reverse the negative impacts of climate change on labor productivity. As mentioned in Section 2, systematic planning of adaptation strategies
for improving labor productivity is complicated and can be affected by various uncertainties from climate
change projection and socio-economic development. For instance, considerable uncertainty existing in the
implementation of adaptation measures results from direct and indirect costs including investment, operation, maintenance, and management costs. It is thus necessary to incorporate various uncertain information into systematic planning to effectively design the optimal adaptation strategies. Based on the rules of
thumb, the two most cost-effective adaptation measures can be taken to recover from working hour losses,
namely air conditioning and working overtime (Day et al., 2019). Therefore, systems optimization of air
conditioning and working overtime measures for improving labor productivity has the most significant implication for adaptation to climate change in China. Table 2 shows the economic costs presented as intervals
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Table 1
Intervals of Working Hour Losses for Three Labor Types, Derived From the GCM and the RCM Under RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5
RCP4.5 (million hours)
Regions
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Region 5

Region 6

Region 7

Region 8

Region 9

RCP8.5 (million hours)

Labor types

GCM

RCM

GCM

RCM

Light

[1,241, 1,337]

[981, 1,043]

[2,070, 2,108]

[1,812, 1,851]

Moderate

[995, 1,057]

[789, 854]

[1,711, 1,754]

[1,478, 1,536]

Heavy

[705, 769]

[578, 634]

[1,340, 1,408]

[1,162, 1,231]

Light

[28,363, 30,263]

[27,100, 27,738]

[50,498, 51,600]

[41,902, 43,536]

Moderate

[23,019, 24,451]

[22,089, 22,380]

[41,378, 42,749]

[36,105, 36,686]

Heavy

[17,074, 18,447]

[17,903, 18,366]

[32,586, 34,401]

[31,404, 31,953]

Light

[0, 1]

[9, 22]

[8, 19]

[122, 179]

Moderate

[1, 3]

[18, 35]

[16, 30]

[126, 175]

Heavy

[3, 5]

[24, 38]

[22, 38]

[104, 139]

Light

[33,791, 34,026]

[27,454, 27,996]

[51,552, 52,672]

[45,801, 46,079]

Moderate

[26,309, 26,847]

[21,972, 22,588]

[41,809, 42,054]

[38,389, 38,744]

Heavy

[19,119, 20,187]

[16,611, 17,568]

[33,116, 34,254]

[31,421, 32,510]

Light

[4, 9]

[24, 55]

[352, 768]

[397, 595]

Moderate

[15, 31]

[49, 98]

[573, 974]

[429, 625]

Heavy

[45, 108]

[70, 115]

[627, 945]

[401, 584]

Light

[39,313, 41,391]

[34,632, 36,062]

[60,935, 64,203]

[55,643, 56,914]

Moderate

[33,225, 34,272]

[29,779, 30,366]

[54,066, 55,866]

[50,280, 50,777]

Heavy

[29,188, 29,283]

[25,901, 26,284]

[49,977, 50,044]

[45,679, 46,032]

Light

[105,898, 112,464]

[92,255, 102,918]

[159,577, 171,108]

[151,960, 160,199]

Moderate

[106,646, 109,306]

[97,033, 101,909]

[167,056, 173,008]

[161,230, 165,767]

Heavy

[108,129, 109,537]

[104,036, 105,861]

[176,449, 180,129]

[171,205, 173,835]

Light

[43,440, 43,756]

[47,661, 53,204]

[71,793, 71,962]

[71,501, 77,307]

Moderate

[46,806, 47,168]

[48,692, 51,529]

[79,167, 79,500]

[76,552, 79,251]

Heavy

[49,273, 49,786]

[52,275, 53,473]

[83,761, 84,312]

[82,306, 84,114]

Light

[196,001, 220,664]

[159,234, 183,822]

[330,206, 335,961]

[304,189, 314,498]

Moderate

[190,181, 197,585]

[176,928, 187,739]

[310,093, 314,217]

[302,380, 305,192]

Heavy

[173,990, 176,305]

[177,228, 178,545]

[298,083, 300,079]

[293,069, 293,833]

Abbreviations: GCM, global climate model; RCM, regional climate model.

for implementing air conditioning and working overtime measures over the planning horizon (25 years).
These intervals reflect the uncertainty in the implementation of adaptation measures and vary with primary
drivers including population projection, economic development, and technology development. We use the
provincial-level air conditioning penetration rate, the market value of the air conditioner and the averaged
energy consumption reported in the China Statistics Yearbook for the baseline period (China National Bureau of Statistics, 2020). The running costs and capital investments for the future application of air conditioning are estimated based on historical statistics and projected changes in the primary drivers. Based
on the national regulations, population projections, and GDP (Gross National Product) predictions, the
managing costs and the payments for working overtime are also estimated accordingly (please refer to the
supplementary information for more details).
All the intervals can be incorporated into the interval programming model formulated in Section 2. We find
that the regions with dense populations and developed economies (i.e., monsoon-affected regions 7, 8, and
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Figure 8. Ranges between the lower and upper bounds of future working hour losses for three labor types, derived
from the GCM (a) and the RCM (b) under RCP8.5.

9) have higher overtime costs than the other regions. Since there is no big difference among all regions in
terms of the market value and the electricity consumption of air conditioning, the capital investment for the
passive cooling measure is directly linked to the local air conditioning penetration rate. A high penetration
rate indicates a relatively low cost for increasing the application of air conditioners in the future. Regions
with a hot and humid climate in China already have relatively high air conditioning penetration rates in the
baseline period. Therefore, these regions will have relatively low capital investments for adaptation to the
amplified heat stress than the other regions in a changing climate. It should be noted that a high penetration
rate also represents a large energy consumption, and hence a high running cost. By considering various
constraints of processing capacities in adaptation options and by choosing different combinations of working hour allocations within their interval ranges, a set of decision alternatives can be generated to improve
labor productivity with the minimum system cost as well as to address the underlying uncertainties in both
climate and labor systems. The following is the interval programming model applied to China for demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed modeling approach:
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Table 2
Costs of Implementing Air Conditioning and Working Overtime Over the Planning Period
Air conditioning ($/hr)
Regions

Overtime ($/hr)

Labor types

Running costs

Costs

Managing costs

Payments

Light

[1.555, 3.373]

[33.768, 37.798]

[4.742, 6.063]

[30.099, 34.370]

Moderate

[2.212, 4.699]

[34.368, 39.293]

[5.321, 6.987]

[34.222, 37.150]

Heavy

[0.253, 1.757]

[30.125, 34.082]

[2.650, 5.504]

[28.678, 32.055]

1

2

Light

[4.843, 6.749]

[41.250, 45.697]

[9.822, 12.333]

[39.324, 42.671]

Moderate

[4.442, 7.525]

[50.359, 55.330]

[10.636, 12.391]

[43.173, 46.082]

Heavy

[2.793, 4.864]

[41.248, 45.857]

[7.695, 9.996]

[37.022, 40.647]

Light

[4.753, 6.687]

[44.254, 49.009]

[10.301, 12.738]

[43.984, 47.712]

Moderate

[7.648, 9.678]

[46.197, 50.890]

[11.904, 13.140]

[47.936, 53.448]

Heavy

[2.782, 3.741]

[38.328, 42.799]

[9.170, 11.873]

[40.791, 45.045]

Light

[5.176, 7.393]

[40.534, 45.798]

[11.455, 13.140]

[55.055, 60.035]

Moderate

[8.366, 10.256]

[42.154, 46.782]

[11.747, 13.801]

[60.035, 62.890]

Heavy

[5.788, 6.765]

[40.273, 44.147]

[10.307, 11.518]

[53.433, 56.522]

4

6

7

Light

[7.508, 9.236]

[43.607, 48.469]

[14.685, 18.169]

[71.796, 75.127]

Moderate

[10.268, 12.336]

[54.211, 58.881]

[14.524, 18.398]

[71.858, 76.969]

Heavy

[6.286, 7.861]

[39.896, 44.783]

[11.845, 14.163]

[67.985, 73.384]

Light

[6.467, 9.986]

[52.105, 56.502]

[15.306, 19.123]

[71.811, 75.638]

Moderate

[9.491, 11.795]

[55.002, 60.140]

[14.144, 17.495]

[73.208, 76.980]

Heavy

[5.867, 7.622]

[43.593, 47.252]

[11.881, 15.949]

[71.099, 76.367]

8

9

Light

[8.800, 10.641]

[53.264, 58.395]

[17.208, 21.014]

[82.160, 85.972]

Moderate

[11.819, 14.726]

[59.386, 63.834]

[15.229, 19.236]

[87.022, 90.044]

Heavy

[7.792, 9.048]

[45.839, 49.708]

[12.426, 15.044]

[77.167, 81.507]

Objective function:
7

2

3





7

3



Min y      xijk
 CI jk  COijk
   ( RTik  xi1k  LI ik  RTik  xi1k  OPi 2 k
i 1 j 1 k 1
i 1 k 1
(6a)
 xi1k  EPi1k ).

Constraints on air conditioning’s capacity:
7

3





(6b)
  RTik  xi1k  xi2 k  CP  .
i 1 
k 1

Constraints on overtime’s capacity:
7

3

(6c)
  xi1k  CA  .
i 1 
k 1

Constraints on the allocation of working hour losses:
2


 xijk
 WLik , i, k .
(6d)
j 1


xijk
 0, i, j, k .
(6e)
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According to the solving procedure introduced in Section 2.2, the interval programming model can be
solved in the following steps. First, the interval programming model can be converted into two deterministic
sub-models that correspond to the upper and lower bounds of the system cost. Second, the sub-model representing the lower-bound system cost is solved first because the objective function is to find the minimum
value of system costs. The optimal solutions xijk−opt derived from the first sub-model will serve as constraints
for the second sub-model representing the upper-bound system cost. Third, the second sub-model is solved

to obtain the optimal solutions xijk opt for the objective function. Last, steps 1–3 are repeated to generate optimal solutions for developing cost-effective adaptation plans under a different RCP scenario. For a specific
RCP scenario, the computational processes are shown as follows:
Lower bound for the objective function:
7

2

3





7

3



Min y  
   xijk
 CI jk  COijk
   ( RTik  xi1k  LI ik  RTik  xi1k  OPi 2 k
.
i 1 j 1 k 1
i 1 k 1
(7a)
 xi1k  EPi1k )

Constraints on air conditioning’s capacity:
7

3





(7b)
  xi2 k  RTik  xi1k  CP  .
i 1 
k 1

Constraints on overtime’s capacity:
7

3

(7c)
  xi1k  CA  .
i 1 
k 1

Constraints on the allocation of working hour losses:
2


 xijk
 WLik , i, k .
(7d)
j 1


xijk
 0, i, j, k .
(7e)



Let xijkopt be the solution of the model given in function (7a)-(7e).
Upper bound for the objective function:
7

2

3





7

3







Min y      xijk
 CI jk  COijk
   RTik  xi1k  LIik  RTik  xi1k  OPi2 k  xi1k  EPi1k .
(8a)
i 1 j 1 k 1

i 1 k 1

Constraints on air conditioning’s capacity:
7

3





(8b)
  xi2 k  RTik  xi1k  CP  .
i 1 
k 1

Constraints on overtime’s capacity:
7

3

(8c)
  xi1k  CA  .
i 1 
k 1

Constraints on the allocation of working hour losses:
2


 xijk
 WLik , i, k .
(8d)
j 1
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Table 3
Solutions for Improving Labor Productivity With the Minimum Cost Derived From the GCM and the RCM Under RCP4.5
GCM (million hours)

RCM (million hours)

Regions

Labor types

Overtime

Air conditioning

Overtime

Air conditioning

Region 1

Light

[0, 0]

[1,241, 1,337]

[0, 0]

[981, 1,043]

Moderate

[995, 1,057]

[0, 0]

[789, 854]

[0, 0]

Heavy

[705, 769]

[0, 0]

[578, 634]

[0, 0]

Region 2

Region 4

Region 6

Region 7

Region 8

Region 9

Light

[0, 0]

[28,363, 30,263]

[0, 0]

[27,100, 27,738]

Moderate

[23,019, 23,019]

[0, 1432]

[22,089, 22,089]

[0, 291]

Heavy

[17,074, 18,447]

[0, 0]

[17,903, 18,366]

[0, 0]

Light

[0, 0]

[33,791, 34,026]

[0, 0]

[27,454, 27,996]

Moderate

[0, 0]

[26,309, 26,847]

[0, 0]

[21,972, 22,588]

Heavy

[0, 0]

[19,119, 20,187]

[0, 0]

[16,611, 17,568]

Light

[0, 0]

[39,313, 41,391]

[0, 0]

[34,632, 36,062]

Moderate

[0, 0]

[33,225, 34,272]

[0, 0]

[29,779, 30,366]

Heavy

[0, 0]

[29,188, 29,283]

[0, 0]

[25,901, 26,284]

Light

[33,124, 33,124]

[72,774, 79,340]

[19,481, 19,481]

[72,774, 83,437]

Moderate

[33,872, 33,872]

[72,774, 75,434]

[24,259, 24,259]

[72,774, 77,650]

Heavy

[44,193, 44,194]

[63,935, 65,343]

[39,077, 39,078]

[64,958, 66,783]

Light

[0, 0]

[43,440, 43,756]

[0, 0]

[47,661, 53,204]

Moderate

[0, 0]

[46,806, 47,168]

[0, 0]

[48,692, 51,529]

Heavy

[0, 0]

[49,273, 49,786]

[0, 0]

[52,275, 53,473]

Light

[154,033, 168,414]

[41,967, 52,249]

[108,075, 115,782]

[51,159, 68,039]

Moderate

[117,407, 118,513]

[72,774, 79,071]

[104,154, 106,206]

[72,774, 81,532]

Heavy

[126,520, 126,521]

[47,470, 49,785]

[130,567, 130,568]

[46,660, 47,977]

Abbreviations: GCM, global climate model; RCM, regional climate model.


xijk
 0, i, j, k .
(8e)


xijk
 xijk
(8f)
opt , i, j, k .

Tables 3 and 4 show the solutions (i.e., values for decision variables) obtained from both GCM and RCM
for improving labor productivity with the minimum cost under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Several solutions are
deterministic numbers with equivalent lower- and upper-bound values. This implies that these decision variables are insensitive to the uncertainties in model parameters and constraints. In general, the deterministic














solutions include x111, x122, x123, x211, x223, x411, x412, x413, x611, x612, x613, x811, x812, x813 with values of 0, and



x212
, x711, x712 with values larger than 0 for both models under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. The distribution of deterministic solutions for the decision variables from the GCM is identical to the distribution generated from
the RCM under both RCPs. Since both models under two RCPs utilize the same economic data of adaptation implementation costs, the pattern of allocating working hours to adaptation options is determined by
the costs of implementing the adaptation measures rather than the difference in the accumulated working
hour losses. For a selected decision variable, its solution has a larger value (for either lower or upper bound)
based on the GCM results than the RCM results, and under RCP8.5 than under RCP4.5. It indicates that
there are less working hour losses projected by the RCM under the medium-emission scenario (RCP4.5).
Regardless of the climate scenario uncertainty, solutions derived from the RCM are less likely exaggerated
than those from the GCM. This is because the dynamical downscaling approach improves the reliability of
future projections by incorporating the fine-scale physical processes into the model simulation.
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Table 4
Solutions for Improving Labor Productivity With the Minimum Cost Derived From the GCM and the RCM Under RCP8.5
GCM (million hours)

RCM (million hours)

Regions

Labor types

Overtime

Air conditioning

Overtime

Air conditioning

Region 1

Light

[0, 0]

[2,070, 2,108]

[0, 0]

[1,812, 1,851]

Moderate

[1,711, 1,754]

[0, 0]

[1,478, 1,536]

[0, 0]

Heavy

[1,340, 1,408]

[0, 0]

[1,162, 1,231]

[0, 0]

Region 2

Region 4

Region 6

Region 7

Region 8

Region 9

Light

[0, 0]

[50,498, 51,600]

[0, 0]

[41,902, 43,536]

Moderate

[41,378, 41,378]

[0, 1,371]

[36,105, 36,105]

[0, 581]

Heavy

[32,586, 34,401]

[0, 0]

[31,404, 31,953]

[0, 0]

Light

[0, 0]

[51,552, 52,672]

[0, 0]

[45,801, 46,079]

Moderate

[0, 0]

[41,809, 42,054]

[0, 0]

[38,389, 38,744]

Heavy

[0, 0]

[33,116, 34,254]

[0, 0]

[31,421, 32,510]

Light

[0, 0]

[60,935, 64,203]

[0, 0]

[55,643, 56,914]

Moderate

[0, 0]

[54,066, 55,866]

[0, 0]

[50,280, 50,777]

Heavy

[0, 0]

[49,977, 50,044]

[0, 0]

[45,679, 46,032]

Light

[19,577, 19,577]

[140,000, 151,531]

[11,960, 11,960]

[140,000, 148,239]

Moderate

[27,056, 27,056]

[140,000, 145,952]

[21,230, 21,230]

[140,000, 144,537]

Heavy

[45,561, 45,562]

[130,888, 134,567]

[39,006, 39,007]

[132,199, 134,828]

Light

[0, 0]

[71,793, 71,962]

[0, 0]

[71,501, 77,307]

Moderate

[0, 0]

[79,167, 79,500]

[0, 0]

[76,552, 79,251]

Heavy

[0, 0]

[83,761, 84,312]

[0, 0]

[82,306, 84,114]

Light

[237,758, 237,758]

[92,449, 98,203]

[205,236, 205,237]

[98,953, 109,261]

Moderate

[170,093, 170,093]

[140,000, 144,124]

[162,380, 162,380]

[140,000, 142,812]

Heavy

[197,604, 197,604]

[100,479, 102,475]

[191,336, 191,337]

[101,733, 102,496]

Abbreviations: GCM, global climate model; RCM, regional climate model.

In China, most regions use the air conditioning measure up to its limits for all labor types due to the relatively low operating costs. When the limitations of the processing capacity of air conditioning are exceeded,
overtime measures are then applied to compensate for the working hour losses. Under RCP4.5, the air conditioning option will process [721,763, 760,971] hours based on the GCM projection and [714,158, 773,561]
hours based on the RCM projection. The overtime measure will process [550,944, 567,930] hours based on
the GCM and [466,973, 477,318] hours based on the RCM. Under RCP8.5, the air conditioning measure
will process [1,339,869, 1,366,798] hours based on the GCM and [1,294,170, 1,322,560] hours based on the
RCM. As for the overtime measure, it will process [701,976, 776,591] hours based on the GCM and [701,298,
774,664] hours based on the RCM. Overall, we find that the air conditioning processes more working hour
losses than the overtime measure for both models under two RCPs. It should be noted that the carbon
footprint and energy consumption will be increased by largely applying air conditioning to improve labor
productivity. However, heat-related work injuries can be reduced because of peaks of heat stress smoothed
by the air conditioning measure. In this study, the related costs for work injuries and fatalities with the
increased exposure to heat stress were not considered due to insufficient health data in China. Finally,
we obtain the optimal minimum system cost y± through the interval programming model to improve the
productivity levels of light, moderate, and heavy labor. Total system costs are [26,969, 38,344] billion dollars
derived from the GCM model under RCP4.5, [23,005, 32,603] billion dollars from the RCM under RCP 4.5,
[38,855, 53,172] billion dollars from the GCM under RCP8.5, and [35,655, 48,675] billion dollars from the
RCM under RCP8.5. We can further notice that the interval value of the system cost derived from the GCM
is consistently larger than the value derived from the RCM under both RCPs. For a regional study, it could
lead to an exaggerated labor productivity reduction and the related budget waste for recovering from losses
without a reliable projection of heat stress.
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Figure 9. Decision alternatives for achieving labor productivity recovery with the minimum cost, obtained from the GCM and the RCM under RCP4.5.

To further examine the local impacts on implementing adaptation measures, the regional preferences to
process working hour losses are plotted in Figures 9 and 10. On one hand, the inland regions with low air
conditioning penetration rates and less developed economies (such as regions 1, 2, and 4) tend to improve
the productivity level by applying overtime rather than the air conditioning under two RCP scenarios. This
is because these regions have relatively low temperatures in the past, high costs for air conditioning, and
low overtime costs for all types of labor activities. On the other hand, the monsoon-affected regions 7, 8,
and 9 tend to improve labor productivity by air conditioning rather than by working overtime. These warm
and hot regions have more needs of using air conditioning due to the relatively high temperature, the high
overtime cost due to the well-developed economies, and the low cost to use air conditioning due to the high
penetration rates of air conditioning. Moreover, civilian workers in these regions are more likely to have
experienced extreme heat days in the baseline period and hence are more adaptive to the intensified heat
stress than the workers in inland areas in the future. Therefore, actions are more urgently needed for inland
areas to improve the workplace environment by increasing air conditioning applications and to reduce the
workers’ exposure to the intensified heat stress. Effective air conditioning adoption policies should be developed within safe emissions budgets.

4. Conclusions
In this study, an optimization modeling approach coupled with dynamical downscaling is developed for the
first time to improve labor productivity for adaptation to the intensified heat stress in a changing climate.
The approach merges the strengths of the high-resolution projection of climate variables through dynamical downscaling and an interval programming model designed to systematically perform productivity recovery under uncertainty. The daily time series of air temperature and relative humidity are extracted from
climate simulations to estimate heat stress represented by the WBGT. The projected daily WBGT is used
to calculate the labor capacity change through the empirical relationship between heat stress and labor
capacity. Different heat tolerances are considered by the modeling approach to reflect the uncertainty in
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Figure 10. Decision alternatives for achieving labor productivity recovery with the minimum cost, obtained from the GCM and the RCM under RCP8.5.

the e mpirical relationship and to generate a plausible range of labor capacity reduction. The labor capacity
range combined with socio-economic projections is then employed to calculate working hour loss intervals
which serve as decision variables in the established interval programming model. Decision alternatives to
optimally improve labor productivity are obtained by solving the interval programming model under uncertainty. In addition, a comparison between the GCM and the RCM is conducted to investigate the difference
in the projected heat stress and the related change in labor productivity. Our study has the following implications for improving labor productivity in a changing climate: (i) understanding various uncertainties in
climate and labor systems; (ii) quantifying the impact of climate change on labor productivity at a regional/
local scale; (iii) developing robust tools to incorporate uncertainties into the decision-making process; (iv)
developing a systematical framework for improving labor productivity with a potential to extend to other
countries.
A Chinese case study is introduced in this paper to demonstrate the practical significance of the novel
approach for improving labor productivity under climate change and estimating the related economic
consequences. Results indicate that both GCM and RCM simulate an increase in heat stress, which leads
to a large decrease in the labor capacity over China except for the Tibetan Plateau. Although biases still
exist in both models, we highlight that the overestimation in the heat stress increase and the labor productivity reduction, which are caused by model biases, can be reduced by increasing the model resolution
through dynamically downscaling. Compared to the RCM, the large bias of the GCM can result in the
exaggeration in labor productivity reduction. Such an exaggerated reduction could cause a budget waste
for planning productivity recovery, thereby largely increasing the overall system cost. The minimum system costs are [26,969, 38,344] billion dollars based on the GCM projection under RCP4.5, [23,005, 32,603]
billion dollars based on the RCM under RCP4.5, [38,855, 53,172] billion dollars based on the GCM under
RCP8.5, and [35,655, 48,675] billion dollars based on the RCM under RCP8.5. The system costs based
on the GCM projection are consistently larger than those based on the RCM under both RCPs. We highlight the necessity of using the dynamical downscaling approach to achieve a reliable projection of heat
stress for a regional study of the labor productivity restoration. Regardless of the difference caused by the
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 ynamical downscaling approach, monsoon-affected regions should have more productivity recovered by
d
the air conditioning than the working overtime option to minimize the system cost. On the contrary, the
inland regions tend to have their lost working hours recovered by working overtime instead of expanding
the air conditioning scale to save their budgets. This is because the pattern of allocating working hours to
adaptation options is determined by the costs of implementing the adaptation measures through the interval programming model. The well-developed economy and the high air conditioning penetration rate can
lead to high overtime costs and low costs of air conditioning. Moreover, since inland regions in China are
not heat-prone areas, civilian workers in these regions experience less extreme heat days in the baseline
period and hence are more vulnerable to the intensified heat stress than the workers in monsoon-affected
regions in the future period. Therefore, actions are urgently needed for the inland regions to improve the
workplace environment by increasing air conditioning applications and reducing the workers’ exposure to
the intensified heat stress. Decision-makers also need to design effective adaptation policies to optimally
make a balance between air conditioning and working overtime measures to achieve sustainable development goals.
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